Welcome to Career Assessment Services

Name: ______________________________________________________

Student ID Number: ________________________________________

Email____________________________________________________

Check the inventories you would like to take. Take this form to the Payments & Billing Office and pay the fee. Bring this form to the Advising and Counseling desk in the Nath Advising Center. Our staff will assist you in scheduling a 1 hour administration appointment for each assessment you would like to take and a 1 hour Interpretation appointment for each assessment to get your results.

☐ Strong Interest Inventory Fee: $10
The Strong Interest Inventory is a tool that can help you make decisions about your career and education. It is used to help you understand your interests in a general way and to show some kinds of activities and work in which you might be comfortable. Understanding your Strong profile can help you identify a career focus and begin your career planning and exploration process. Keep in mind that the Strong measures interests, not skills or abilities.

☐ Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Fee: $15
This inventory is used to help you understand your personality and behavioral preferences. It shows you how their type affects your career exploration and discusses the benefits of choosing a career that is a good fit for your type. It also explores preferred work tasks and work environments, as well as most popular and least popular occupations for any type, and offers strategies for improving job satisfaction.

Check the inventories you would like to take. Take this form to the Payments & Billing Office and pay the fee. Bring this form to the Advising and Counseling desk in the Nath Advising Center. Our staff will assist you in scheduling a 1 hour administration appointment for each assessment you would like to take and a 1 hour Interpretation appointment for each assessment to get your results.

☐ Take the Strong Interest Inventory (Administration) Date/Time: _______________

☐ Get Your Strong Results (Interpretation) Date/Time: _______________

☐ Take the MBTI (Administration) Date/Time: _______________

☐ Get Your MBTI Results (Interpretation) Date/Time: _______________

* Office Initials: ___________

☐ Policy
I understand that ethically a Counselor cannot give me my results without doing an interpretation. Therefore, I will return for 1 hour interpretation appointment(s) with a Counselor to go over my results. By signing, I acknowledge reading this statement.

X_______________________________________________